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Abstract

This work is an attempt to take up speaker verification for de-
ployable systems. In this regard a framework with sufficient
train and limited test data (preferably≤ 10 sec) is formulated
that is feasible in practical system perspective with respect to
user comfort and effective decision delivery. The drawbacks
of dealing with limited test data is compensated with a frame-
work having different source features, text-constrained model
and effective pattern recognition approaches. Some studies with
respect to practical system based on session variability and tem-
plate aging are also included under this work. Utilizing allthese
exploration a proposal of an improved framework for handling
limited test data for practical system perspective has beenmade.

Index Terms: speaker verification, limited data, source fea-
tures, text-constrained, session variability

1. Introduction
Over the time, research on different fields has progressed by
many folds and has witnessed many breakthroughs. Speaker
verification (SV) is no exception to it, that projects scope to-
wards field deployable systems for regular use. In this direc-
tion, some attempts have been already made by different re-
searchers across the globe that shows potential in application
services [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Nevertheless there comes many hurdles
on its way for deployment, one such kind is amount of speech
data available for verification of a claim. From user comfort
and effective decision making less amount of speech data is ex-
pected. But as the speech available for testing reduces, it affects
the performance of the SV systems significantly. The efficacy
of the current state-of-the-art i-vector based speaker modeling
deviates with less amount of speech data [6, 7].

Motivated by the drawbacks of SV system performance un-
der limited data, this work focuses on a framework to handle
the limited data scenario for SV. An architecture with sufficient
train and limited test data is proposed as a suitable approach
to overcome this hurdle of limited data, as one time sufficient
amount of data may be collected from the users for a practical
system in a cooperative scenario. Whereas test data of short
durations are expected to reduce the burden from the intended
users for delivering more amount of speech on regular use. Lim-
ited test speech segments of≤ 10 sec is considered for the ex-
perimental studies for this SV study. Further this framework
of text-independent SV with limited test data is explored for
possible improvements by use of complimentary features, dif-
ferent strategies and pattern recognition techniques. Finally in
addition to all these, an improved framework is expected to han-
dle limited test data SV in a text-independent framework hav-
ing scope towards deployable systems. Also different scenarios

and conditions that effects SV performance are also important
aspect of this work.

The rest of the work can be seen as: Section 2 describes
the importance of source information and highlights the differ-
ent attributes of source information that is useful for SV with
limited test data. In Section 3, a framework of text-constrained
model is mentioned that is found to have a significant impact on
SV performance. Some practical system based studies on ses-
sion variability and template aging are explored in Section4.
Section 5 shows the future work plan with overall framework to
handle limited test data in a text-independent scenario.

2. Importance of Source Information and
their Different Attributes for SV

The voice source features represent the excitation source nature
which can be used for discriminating speakers as each speaker
has different structure of glottis and muscle structure. However
these features are not as much effective as the conventionalvo-
cal tract features. In spite of this, they are found to work well
under limited data scenario as their dependence is very lesson
phonetic content unlike the vocal tract features.

The linear prediction (LP) residual that contain the excita-
tion source information has a noise like structure. This makes
the information captured by it less discriminative for speaker-
specific knowledge. Three different source features namelymel
power difference in subband spectrum (MPDSS) [8], residual
mel frequency cepstral coefficients (RMFCC) [9] and discrete
cosine transform of linear prediction residual (DCTILPR) [10,
11] which involve processing of LP residual signal in spectral,
cepstral and temporal domain, respectively. The three source
features MPDSS, RMFCC and DCTILPR are found to carry
different attributes of source information namely, periodicity,
smoothed spectrum information and shape of the glottal signal,
respectively from the studies made in [12]. The fusion of these
features is carried at the score level in an i-vector based SV
framework, which outperformed the baseline framework based
results using conventional mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCC) features. Also the source features in fusion to MFCC
yielded a large improvement over the baseline system. This pro-
jected the importance of source features for limited test data
framework along with their different attributes that on fusion
can help in improving SV performance.

3. Significance of Text-constrained Models
for Limited Data Speaker Verification

The text-dependent SV modality is based on same lexical con-
tent during training and testing from all the users. This pro-



vides an edge over the text-independent framework and thus
the former deals with short fixed phrases of 3-4 seconds of
duration. The same reflected for a better match between the
train and test sessions, when Gaussian posteriorgram basedSV
framework is used for text-dependent modality with creation
of text-specific and speaker-specific Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) [13]. In order to replicate the advantage of lexical
match in text-independent modality, an SV system architecture
based on text-constrained model is proposed where the speech
examples of speakers are made with a user-specific phrase and
a fixed phrase together around 10 sec duration which is same
during training and testing [14]. In this manner the lexical
match between train and the test session is made in a super-
vised way along with maintaining text-independent nature as
the user-specific phrase is involved. Also some experimental
studies are made to highlight the importance of phonetic match
between train and test sessions, the details of which can be seen
from [14]. The immediate future work of this is to plan the text-
constrained model based framework in an unsupervised manner
without putting any restrictions on the users of producing auser-
specific phrase along with a common fixed phrase utterance.

4. Effect of Session Variability and
Template Aging

There comes several issues while having a practical deployable
systems. Session variability and template aging are two of them
that we have considered under this work [15]. Recently made
available RedDots database has put forward different insight-
ful directions to research in the field of SV[16]. This database
is collected over a year period that involves a large number of
sessions from 62 speakers. However it is having mainly a text-
dependent modality based organization with a text-prompted
enrollment condition, that is similar to long enrollment sessions
containing multiple fixed phrases and a fixed phrase for testing,
that has resemblance to the framework considered in this work.
In a practical system point of view the effect of session vari-
ability and template aging has definite significance. A frame-
work for handling session variability in an implicit manneris
proposed by considering first, middle and last session of the
speakers for modeling and remaining sessions for testing [15].
This framework produced better results than the baseline frame-
work that depicts the impact of session variability in deployable
scenario. Also the experiments related to template aging with
modeling the first three and the last there sessions show that
the speaker models are relatively more robust with the use of
later sessions for modeling [15]. This is due to the fact that
the speakers get acquainted with the system as they regularly
provide data. Also it is assumed that some vast speaker char-
acteristics may have evolved over time that produced improved
results by modeling speakers with last three sessions.

5. Future Work Plan
The future work plan is to have some robust pattern recogni-
tion techniques from the perspective of handling limited test
data conditions to provide better discrimination across speak-
ers. Then to propose an overall framework that will consider
the different source features in fusion to conventional MFCC
based vocal tract feature with robust pattern recognition tech-
niques along with exploitation of a text-constrained framework,
which may overcome the hurdles present in using limited test
data in text-independent SV from the perspective of practical
deployable systems.
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